Guaranteed 2022 ATAR scores

Guaranteed ATAR selection thresholds for domestic students applying for applicable programs at UQ in 2022

We want to help provide some certainty to students applying to study a UQ undergraduate program next year, so we’ve compiled a table of ATAR ranks guaranteed for undergraduate entry in 2022.

With this early release of our guaranteed ATAR selection threshold, you can start preparing for university now.

Not sure you will receive the guaranteed ATAR? You should still apply to UQ as applicants with a lower ATAR may still receive an offer into the program. The final minimum selection thresholds will be determined in January. As a reference point, see 2021 minimum selection thresholds as a guide.

These guarantees include adjustment factors. They also apply to applicants who are being assessed for entry on the basis of a rank, ATAR or International Baccalaureate (IB) score. The equivalent IB scores change slightly from year to year and will be determined by QTAC shortly after Queensland Year 12 students receive their ATARs in mid-December.

- Entry is subject to you meeting English standards, prerequisites and other entry requirements
- The guaranteed ATAR includes adjustment factors, which are additional points added to a rank. UQ offers a range of admissions schemes to adjust for equity, subject choices and location
- If your entry score isn’t high enough to get into your preferred program, you may want to consider other programs at UQ that will provide a pathway into your first choice
- Some programs are not applicable for an ATAR guarantee due to quotas within the program.

Know the ATAR needed to gain a position in your chosen program next year
Guaranteed minimum ATAR thresholds

The final selection thresholds will be determined in January 2022 and may be lower than the ATARS listed below. If your ATAR is below the listed threshold for your preferred program, you should still apply as applicants with a lower ATAR may still receive an offer into the program.

### PROGRAM (DEGREE) QTAC CODE 2021 THRESHOLD

#### AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT
- Agribusiness: 766001 77
- Agricultural Science: 762099 77
- Environmental Management (Honours): 701301 80
- Environmental Science: 738001 84
- Equine Science: 781009 75
- Veterinary Technology: 787309 78
- Wildlife Science: 787209 75

#### ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND DESIGN
- Architectural Design: 710202 88
- Design: 710201 88
- Regional and Town Planning: 702002 80

#### ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Advanced Humanities (Honours): 757101 91
- Advanced Humanities (Western Civilisation) (Honours): 757201 n/a
- Arts: 707001 72
- Communication: 741001 78
- Criminology and Criminal Justice (Honours): 718101 82
- International Studies: 707111 84
- Journalism: 737001 81
- Music (Honours)*: 723002 n/a
- Social Science: 747001 76

#### BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND LAW
- Advanced Business (Honours): 709001 94
- Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours): 714301 99
- Business Management: 709001 80
- Commerce: 711001 85
- Economics: 714001 85
- Laws (Honours): 718001 98
- Politics, Philosophy and Economics (Honours): 714101 94
- Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management: 777001 80

#### EDUCATION
- Education (Primary): 742401 76
- Education (Secondary) - available as a dual program only: k

#### ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING
- Computer Science: 733401 88
- Engineering (Honours): 717001 88
- Engineering (Honours) (Bachelor and Master of): 717101 88
- Information Technology: 733001 88

#### HEALTH, BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES AND MEDICINE
- Biomedical Science: 731201 86
- Clinical Exercise Physiology (Honours): 729801 93
- Dental Science (Honours): 712002 n/a
- Exercise and Nutrition Sciences: 720101 76
- Exercise and Sport Sciences (Honours): 714001 88
- Health Sciences: 729002 81
- Health, Sport and Physical Education (Honours): 729402 76
- Midwifery**: 728402 96
- Nursing**: 728502 90
- Occupational Health and Safety Science (Honours): 729201 78
- Occupational Therapy (Honours)**: 724002 97
- Pharmacy (Honours): 725002 84
- Physiotherapy (Honours): 726002 n/a
- Psychological Science (Honours)**: 757001 93
- Social Work (Honours): 734001 76
- Speech Pathology (Honours)**: 727002 96
- Medicine (Doctor of): 721302 n/a
- (provisional entry for school leavers)
  - Note: Provisional entry is available to students completing Year 12 in the year of the application only
- Physics (Honours): 725001 84
- Physiotherapy (Honours): 726002 n/a
- Psychological Science (Honours)**: 757001 93
- Social Work (Honours): 734001 76
- Speech Pathology (Honours)**: 727002 96
- Medicine (Doctor of): 721302 n/a
- (provisional entry for school leavers)
  - Note: Provisional entry is available to students completing Year 12 in the year of the application only

#### SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
- Advanced Science (Honours): 731001 96
- Biotechnology: 731101 81
- Mathematics: 731401 94
- Science: 731001 80
- Veterinary Science (Honours): 736002 n/a

#### DUAL DEGREE QTAC CODE 2021 THRESHOLD
- Agribusiness / Agricultural Science: 766601 77
- Agribusiness / Equine Science: 766301 77
- Agribusiness / Wildlife Science: 766501 77
- Arts / Education (Secondary): 707202 76
- Arts/Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management: 707101 80
- Arts/Laws (Honours): 707101 98
- Arts/Social Science: 707301 76
- Biomedical Science/Science: 732101 86
- Business Management/Arts: 711501 80
- Business Management/Commerce: 711301 85
- Business Management / Communication: 711511 80
- Business Management / Design: 709051 88
- Business Management / Economics: 707001 85
- Business Management / Education (Secondary): 710301 80
- Business Management / Information Technology: 710401 88
- Business Management / Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management: 710601 80
- Business Management / Journalism: 711001 81
- Business Management / Laws (Honours): 711401 98
- Business Management / Science: 710501 80
- Commerce / Arts: 718101 85
- Commerce / Economics: 718101 85
- Commerce / Information Technology: 716211 88
- Commerce / Laws (Honours): 719001 88
- Commerce / Science: 717011 85
- Communication / Arts: 742101 78
- Communication / Journalism: 741301 81
- Computer Science / Arts: 713501 88
- Computer Science / Business Management: 733701 88
- Computer Science / Commerce: 733801 88
- Computer Science / Laws (Honours): 733901 98
- Computer Science / Science: 733601 88
- Computer Science / M Data Science: 733421 97
- Computer Science / M Cyber Security: 733411 97
- Economics / Arts: 741201 85
- Economics / Laws (Honours): 741201 98
- Economics / Science: 741301 85
- Engineering (Honours) / Arts: 717401 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Biotechnology: 717501 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Business Management: 717301 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Commerce: 717201 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Computer Science: 717121 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Design: 717101 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Economics: 717601 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Information Technology: 717701 88
- Engineering (Honours) / Mathematics: 717701 94
- Engineering (Honours) / Science: 717701 88
- Exercise and Nutrition Sciences / M Dietetics: 729602 n/a
- Health Sciences (Nutrition) / M Dietetics: 729702 n/a
- Humanities (Western Civilisation) / Laws (Honours): 707402 n/a
- Information Technology / Arts: 733201 88
- Information Technology / Science: 733301 88
- Journalism / Arts: 733101 81
- Journalism / Laws (Honours): 733102 98
- Mathematics / Arts: 714501 94
- Mathematics / Business Management: 714711 94
- Mathematics / Commerce: 714601 94
- Mathematics / Computer Science: 714421 94
- Mathematics / Economics: 714701 94
- Mathematics / Education (Secondary): 714801 94
- Mathematics / Science: 714901 94
- Music (Honours) / Arts*: 723502 n/a
- Music (Honours) / Education (Secondary)*: 723502 n/a
- Music (Honours) / Science*: 723402 n/a
- Nursing / Midwifery: 728602 n/a
- Science / Arts: 735001 80
- Science / Education (Secondary): 735302 80
- Science / Journalism: 736302 81
- Science / Laws (Honours): 735401 98

#### LEGEND
- n/a: ATAR guarantee is not available for this program.
- * Music (Honours) – entry on the basis of specified requirements, an audition, interview and musicianship test
- ** These programs have quota restrictions and so the guaranteed ATAR has been set high.
- k: Please see related dual degree requirements.
- Medicine – students must have taken the University Clinical Aptitude Test (UCAT) in the year of application. Applications due by 30 September 2021.